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Among the rich countries life expectancy is not related to 

national differences in average income

Source: Wilkinson & Pickett, The Spirit Level (2009)
www.equalitytrust.org.uk



…but life expectancy is related to income differences 

within rich societies

Source: Wilkinson & Pickett, The Spirit Level (2009)
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Health and Social Problems are not Related to Average 

Income in Rich Countries

Index of:              

• Life expectancy

• Math & Literacy        

• Infant mortality

• Homicides

• Imprisonment

• Teenage births    

• Trust

• Obesity

• Mental illness – incl. 

drug & alcohol 

addiction

• Social mobility

Source: Wilkinson & Pickett, The Spirit Level (2009) www.equalitytrust.org.uk
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Health and Social Problems are Worse in More Unequal Countries

Source: Wilkinson & Pickett, The Spirit Level (2009) www.equalitytrust.org.uk



Child-Wellbeing is Unrelated to Average Incomes in Rich 

Countries

Source: Wilkinson & Pickett, The Spirit Level (2009) www.equalitytrust.org.uk



Child Well-being is Better in More Equal Rich Countries  

Source: Wilkinson & Pickett, The Spirit Level (2009) www.equalitytrust.org.uk



Levels of Trust are Higher in More Equal Rich Countries

Source: Wilkinson & Pickett, The Spirit Level (2009)



Almost everyone benefits from 

greater equality

Usually the benefits are greatest 

among the poor, but extend to the 

majority of the population 



The “Wilkinson 

hypothesis…”



Is universal welfare good for equity and equality 

in health?  



The Lancet 2009: Studies for the 

WHO Marmot Commission, Olle 

Lundberg et al

The Lancet 2009: On the advantages of 

universal coverage, Steinar Westin



Is universal welfare good for equity and equality 

in health?  

- where did it begin?

- when did it begin?

- why did it begin?



…Each nation needs to develop its own 

memory of how solidarity systems were in fact 

developed through collective struggle,… 

Julian Tudor Hart, 2007



The history…?

- a brief history of the Norwegian welfare state



People care about 

health care…



People care about 

health care…



…And so they did in Oslo in 1889 (Fyrstikkarbeiderstreiken i Christiania)

Social unrest, strikes and ”the labour issues”, leading to state legislation 

In 1894: First state based disability pension, ”industral labour injury act”



Westin & Pape 1999



1894: First state based 
disability pension, industral 
labour accidents

1967: Universal coverage, 
– ”Lov om Folketrygd”

1994 ..celebrating 100 years

1978: Sickness 
compensation 100 %

?

1942 Churchill/ 
Beveridge commision

Some highlights



Otto von Bismarck (1815-98)

…implemented the first European 

state based social security laws



Symbolically… dynamics of the ”great social contract” – welfare, not warfare



…”The great social contract”

A long lasting process of values and political power – ”the labourist view”

- A process of class struggle and compromises

- reforms instead of revolution

- inspired by ideas of social justice

- and of christian and humanistic values

- democracy and the right for all to vote 

- labour unions playing an important role

- redistributive policies and progessive taxation – ”the rich” have to pay more 

- but not a stable state…



1894: First state based 
disability pension, industral 
labour accidents

1942 Churchill/ 
Beveridge commision



Visions of a welfare state…

… What motivated Winston Churchill and his war 

cabinette to set up a grand commission for social 

reforms in 1941 – under the leadership of William 

Beveridge – at a time when Hitler’s bombs were still 

raining over London, and no one knew for sure how or 

when the war would end?

…Worth considering, today as well!



Cappelen, 1991

Hitler offered 

comprehensive social 

programs…



…and so did William Beveridge’s commission



Visions of a welfare state

Westin S. The NHS’s 50th anniversary: A great leap for humankind? BMJ 

1998: 317: 49-51. (William Beveridge in picture)





World War II reinforcing ”the great 

social contract”

Archbishop of Canterbury, William Temple, 

in 1942 speaking in favour of (and probably 

coining) ”the welfare state”, rather than the 

German ”warfare state”



Social justice -

implying

Available (free) health services for everyone 

(“free at the point of use”)

…with a list based system for general practice

Available (free) education for everyone



Based on one central principle:

Health care is a universal human right 

- not a commodity in a market



Norwegian politicians took 

part in those discussions, 

among them the Surgeon 

General Karl Evang.   

The post-war social contract 

between classes implied a 

wider social solidarity: The 

concept of welfare states 

with, (universal) social 

security for all, free education

for all, and (almost) free 

health services for all



National Health Service, the NHS reform - 5th July 1948



BMA-doctors voting for

- or against - the 

proposed National 

Health Service reform in 

1948



”A new path entirely”

Secretary of State Aneurin 

Bevan on the 1948 reform: 

”On July 5th there is no 

reason why the whole of 

the doctor-patient 

relationship should not be 

freed from what most of us 

feel should be irrelevant to 

it, the money factor, the 

collection of fees or 

thinking how to pay fees –

an aspect of practice 

already distasteful to many 

pratitioners…” 



1894: First state based 
disability pension, industral 
labour accidents

1967: Universal coverage, 
– ”Lov om Folketrygd”

1978: Sickness 
compensation 100 %

1942 Churchill/ 
Beveridge commision

Some highlights



1978: 

Sickness compensation 100 %

Conservativ MP: Jo Benkow



From Stortinget 1977:

Who are those most 

afraid of the moral 

hazard, abuse of the 

programme?

(…) Yes, people like us, 

those who already have a 

full (100 %) sickness 

compensation. 

(…). We may learn from 

that 

Conservativ MP Jo Benkow



When discussing compensation levels, 

the language was about social justice, 

now it is about incentives for work



1894: First state based 
disability pension, industral 
labour accidents

1967: Universal coverage, 
– ”Lov om Folketrygd”

1994 ..celebrating 100 years

1978: Sickness 
compensation 100 %

?

1942 Churchill/ 
Beveridge commision

Some highlights



1994: Norwegian 

welfare legislation 

celebrating 100 years



The future



?



…not so bad

- The Nordic countries – at the top in many rankings…

- The welfare system established long before ”the oil”

- The bumble bee can fly

- High level of trust (ESS)

- High motivation for work (van der Wel & Halvorsen)

- Low unemployment (but recession does harm…)

- High rates of work participation



- but
- High on medicalized welfare

- Increasing disparities in wealth and health

- …as well as in social gradients in mortality

- Welfare reforms silently being rolled back

- A deeply ”unsocial” pension reform (Norway)

- …and OECD constantly telling us we need to lower 

taxes and roll back social welfare



Consequences of the pension reforms:

those with shortest education and the most health 

deteriorating and/or physically demanding jobs leave 

the labour force earlier  

= reduced levels of compensation

those with shortest education have shorter life time 

expectancy, and will therefore get a lower return

= fewer years on a lower pension



What are the consequences of the present cut-

backs and restructuring of European welfare and 

public health services? 



…worries?



DN.no 26.05.11

New OECD-report:

Inequities increase 

faster in Norway



Seen the jokes?

RIP

”Rest in peace”:

Welfare and social 

services



Rise and fall of the 

welfare state?



”The welfare trap”



New rethorics:

A ”tsunami”…? 

of the elderly 

and immigrants, 

and people on 

social security…



Fighting over facts…



And the annual 

OECD reports, 

”warning” 

Norway:

Sick leave 

compensation 

too good

Norwgian work 

too little

Taxes are too 

high

etc





Adresseavisen 12.04.07





Symbolically… dynamics of the ”great social contract” – welfare, not warfare

?

The dynamics still shaping the future of welfare



…worries?

- increasing commodification of health

- increasing commercialisation of health

- increasing medicalisation – destabilising…

- increasing inequities in health?

- Increasing inequities in the health services?

- More market mechanisms – more inequities?







Pollock 2004:

About New Public 

Management in the 

NHS, ”competition” 

and privatizations: 

important parts of 

general practice 

offered to the private 

health market, 

thereby undermining 

continuity of care

• Kina



…The government 

wants to transform the 

NHS into a devolved, 

market based model in 

which local 

commissioners 

(consortiums of GPs) 

and providers of health 

services are freed from 

central control.











Is there a future for equity in care?

- and national health care systmes based on 

solidarity?



Is there a future for equity in care?

- and national health care systmes based on 

solidarity?

Or will people start bying health services for 

themselves…



… will people be led/tempted/convinced into 

relying on market models – ”bying something for 

themselves…”, rather than contributing to a 

common and equitable service?



…and what are the consequences of the present 

cut-backs and restructuring of European welfare 

and public health services? 



Should I be as worried as I am?



Dr. Julian Tudor Hart, remember him? 

From the message to the Nordic congress of general practice, 
Reykjavik 2007:

For politicians and professionals who are selling off the solidarity 
built by generations of struggle to lecture Scandinavians with 
even richer traditions of struggle and solidarity is an international 
insult. 

We in the UK need you in Scandinavia to teach us, not the other 
way round – to help us regain confidence in solidarity, and a 
proper contempt for profit as motivation for our work. 

For the past quarter century our leading politicians and 
professionals have travelled to USA to have their brains washed 
and their pockets filled in the socially most primitive, but 
technologically most advanced nation on earth. Only a trickle of 
pilgrims has travelled to Scandinavia. We need to reverse this 
by work at both ends.

Dr. Julian Tudor Hart, April 2007



Thank you for listening!


